Cholinergic reduction of REM sleep duration is reverted by auditory stimulation.
It was previously shown that an auditory stimulus given prior to and throughout a rapid eye movement (REM) sleep period was capable of inducing a significant increase in REM sleep duration and pontogeniculo-occipital (PGO) spike density. The purpose of this study was to determine whether the increase in REM duration is dependent on PGO spike density. We administered atropine to cats at doses of 0.1-0.6 mg/kg and the effects on REM duration and PGO spikes was determined. The doses of 0.2 and 0.3 mg/kg of atropine were then utilized to compare REM sleep periods with and without auditory stimulation. The results showed that both REM duration and PGO spikes were decreased by atropine, but could be dissociated from each other depending on the doses. In addition, it was shown that the auditory stimulus protected the animals from the effects of atropine but only in relation to REM sleep duration. The results indicate that both REM sleep duration and PGO spikes have a cholinergic component and that the auditory stimulus exerts its REM enhancing properties in a manner which seems to be independent of the PGO spike density. The results are discussed in terms of receptor availability and/or excitability levels of medial reticular neurons.